1. This Law shall be called the Motion Picture Law. 
The following expressions contained in this Law

11.
The non-governmental member of the Motion Picture Censor Board is entitled to the remuneration prescribed by the Ministry of Information.
12.
In accordance with the policy laid down, the Motion Picture Censor Board-(a) shall scrutinize the feature submitted before commencement of filming of the motion picture film; (b) may grant or refuse the filming of the feature; (c) may, after causing the feature to be modified, as may be necessary grant or refuse filming thereof.
13. When application is made for Motion Picture Censor Certificate in respect of Myanmar motion picture films and motion picture films which have been imported, the Motion Picture Censor Board, after examining as to whether they are in accordance with the policy laid down or not-(a) may permit exhibition to the public or to a reserved audience; (b) may permit public exhibition of the Myanmar motion picture film, after causing excision and modification to be made of the portion which is not suitable for public exhibition and may retain or destory such excised portion; (c) may permit public exhibition of the imported motion picture film, after making excision of the portion which is not suitable for public exhibition and may retain or destory such excised portion; (d) may prohibit public exhibition of the Myanmar motion picture film and may retain or destory such motion picture film; (e) may prohibit public exhibition of the imported motion picture film and may cause to be returned or retain such motion picture film; (f) shall issue the Motion Picture Censor Certificate, on payment of the prescribed fee, if the motion picture film is permitted for public exhibition. 
